Most computer vision systems perform object recognition on the basis of the features extracted from a single image of the object. The problem with this approach is that it implicitly assumes that the available features are sufficient to determine the identity and pose of the object uniquely. If this assumption is not met, then the feature set is insufficient, and ambiguity results. Consequently, much research in computer vision has gone toward finding sets of features that are sufficient for specific tasks, with the result that each system has its own associated set of features. A single, general feature set would be desirable. However, research in automatic generation of object recognition programs has demonstrated that predetermined, fixed feature sets are often incapable of providing enough information to unambiguously determine either object identity or pose. One approach to overcoming the inadequacy of any feature set is to utilize multiple sensor observations obtained from different viewpoints, and combine them with knowledge of the 3-D structure of the object to perform unambiguous object recognition. This article presents initial results toward performing object recognition by using multiple observations to resolve ambiguities. Starting from the premise that sensor motions should be planned in advance, the difficulties involved in planning with ambiguous information are discussed. A representation for planning that combines geometric information with viewpoint uncertainty is presented. A sensor planner utilizing the representation was implemented, and the results of pose-determination experiments performed with the planner are discussed.
Introduction
Most computer vision systems perform object recognition on the basis of the information contained in a single image. Typically, a set of features is extracted from the image, and the extracted features are matched against model features, with the best match determining the result. The problem with this approach is that it implicitly assumes that the available features are sufficient to determine the identity and pose (position and orientation) of the object uniquely; if at all. If this assumption is not met, ambiguity results. Ambiguity may take the form of multiple object identities, multiple poses, or both.
Much research in computer vision has gone toward finding sets of features that are sufficient to perform specific tasks, The result has been a number of systems that work well in their own specific domains, but are not extendable to other domains. Clearly, a general feature set that would be useful for most object recognition tasks is desirable. However, recent research in the automatic generation of object recognition programs has demonstrated that predetermined, fixed-feature sets are often incapable of providing enough information to unambiguously determine object identity and pose. Given any set of features, it is possible to specify a set of objects for which the feature set is insufficient and will result in ambiguity.
One approach to overcoming the problem of insufficient feature sets is to utilize multiple sensor observations obtained from different viewpoints, and combine this information with knowledge of the 3-D structure of the objects in order to perform unambiguous object recognition. By making use of observations from multiple viewpoints, two objects that have several poses that are indistinguishable can still be recognized as long as there is a distinguishing pattern of observations for each object. As a simple example, the front ends of a sedan and a station wagon may be indistinguishable, but the side views are not. For complex sets of objects, more than a single additional observation may be required to resolve ambiguity--in fact, it is possible that a pair of objects could differ only in sequences of observations, rather than in the value of any given observation. Consequently, multiple observations should not be made at random, but should be planned, on the basis of knowledge of the objects and of the observations already made.
The purpose of the research described in this report is to explore the multiple-observation strategy for object recognition. To contrast this with other object recognition research, consider a graphical representation of recognition strategies, as in figure 1 . The x-axis represents the size and complexity of the feature set, and the y-axis represents the number of observations used. Most current computer vision research is focused on the single line representing observation strategies employing a single observation. There is an entire space of strategies left to explore. In this research, we are beginning to explore the region near the y-axis; that is, we employ relatively small, simple feature sets, but rely on multiple observations. From a practical point of view, our research can be thought of as exploring means of using multiple observations from different viewpoints to increase the information available from cheap, simple, sensors.
This report is structured as follows. The next section is an overview of object recognition and related work. In section 3, we restrict ourselves to the case in which the sensor and object each have a single degree of freedom, and examine the data structures and planning techniques necessary to utilize multiple observations. Section 4 discusses extensions of the restricted techniques to higher degrees of freedom. In section 5, we present the results of applying multiple observations to the problem of object localization in the singledegree-of-freedom case. Both simulated and real experiments were performed, and the results are demonstrated in several application domains. Finally, in the last section, we discuss the significance of our approach, and our plans for future research.
Background and Related Research
There are two areas of research relating to the work reported here. The first area is that of planning for sensor observations. The second area is that of automatic compilation of vision programs. Each of the areas is discussed below.
Planning of Sensor Operations
The early work in planning of sensor observations was only concerned with single observations. That is, the question addressed was that of determining the optimal sensor and light-source position necessary to obtain the best image. As tasks became more complex, and the number and similarity of objects increased, the need for multiple observations became apparent.
The work of Cowan and Kovesi (1988) examined the problem of automatically generating the collection of possible camera locations given a set of sensing requirements. Their approach made use of explicit models of both the object and the camera; and solutions satisfying requirements of spatial resolution, focus, and visibility were determined. Their approach converts each requirement into a geometric constraint. Each requirement defines a region of three-dimensional space that satisfies the requirement, and the intersection of the regions is the set of solutions. Yi, Haralick, and Shapiro (1990) devised an optimization approach to determine the location of both the sensor and light source to obtain the best image. Their approach used terms of edge visibility; they considered both geometric visibility, which specifies how much of an edge is visible (not occluded), and photometric visibility, which specifies how much of the edge has sufficient contrast to be detectable. Assuming a fixed distance from object to sensor, the viewing sphere is uniformly sampled, and at each sample, measures of both geometric and photometric edge visibility are computed. A given vision task may be optimized in one of two ways: either maximizing the number of edges visible in an image, or maximizing the visible fraction of a given edge. Optimality criteria for each condition were determined. Goldberg and Mason (1990) investigated the problem of determining optimal sequences of squeeze grasp operations for determining object pose. They applied a Bayesian framework to the problem. Assuming a uniform distribution of initial poses and a frictionless parallel-jaw gripper, they demonstrated a program for automatic planning of sequences of grasps that optimize a robot's expected throughput. Particularly notable is their use of the object-diameter function. For polygonal objects, the diameter function is piecewise sinusoidal, but during a squeeze, the object rotates to reduce the diameter, terminating in a local minimum. Thus, a grasping operation not only reduces uncertainty, but converts the diameter function into a piecewise constant function which is more easily analyzed. Since the goal was optimal plans, they used breadth-first search to expand the state space.
In the domain of learning robots, Tan (1990) addressed the problem of learning sensing strategies. His system, CSL, was implemented on a real robot, and emphasized learning of minimum cost, robust sensing strategies. Given a basic knowledge of moving, sensing, and grasping procedures (cost, preconditions, features, and expected errors) and a set of training objects labeled by their grasping procedures, CSL directed a robot to interact with the objects and build up a set of procedures for object recognition and grasping while minimizing the expected cost.
Maver and Bajcsy (1990) investigated the problem of describing a random arrangement of unknown objects in a scene, rather than identifying a known object. They used a laser scanning system which measures range to visible points. Occluded regions were modeled as polygons. Based on the height information and the geometry of the edges of the polygonal approximation, the next best view is determined. Liu and Tsai (1990) used multiple 2-D camera views to recognize 3-D objects. Recognition is performed by matching 2-D silhouette features against model features taken from a set of fixed camera views. The system made use of two cameras and a turntable for translation and rotation. Their system first reduces ambiguity by taking images from above the turntable to normalize the top-view shape, position the object centroid, and align the principle axis of the object. Next, a side view is taken and the features analyzed. Until recognition is accomplished, the object is repeatedly rotated by 45 o, and a new image is acquired and analyzed for each rotation. Hutchinson and Kak (1989) demonstrated a system for dynamically planning sensing strategies, based on the current best estimate of the world. Given a work cell with well-defined sensing capabilities, their approach is to automatically propose a sensing operation, and then to determine the maximum ambiguity which might remain if that operation were applied. The system then selects the operation which minimizes the remaining ambiguity. Dempster-Shafer theory (Shafer 1976) was used to combine evidence and analyze proposed operations. Safranek, Gottschlich, and Kak (1989) addressed the problem of combining low-level measurements, each of which is uncertain, in order to verify the location of an object. They showed how measurements could be combined via Dempster-Shafer theory using binary frames of discernment. They further demonstrated that, with huge amounts of data, belief functions can become saturated, leading to erroneous conclusions that cannot be altered by additional data.
Automatic Compilation of Vision Programs
Typically, a computer vision system is a custom solution to a specific problem, is therefore expensive to develop and install, and is capable of recognizing only a single part or a small number of parts under very special conditions. Consequently, modifications to systems are difficult to make. Moreover, there is little transfer from one system to another, so each new system costs as much to develop as the first system did.
Recently, work in the area of automatic recognition program generation has addressed the problem of cost-effective system development. A new paradigm, appearance-based vision (Gremban & Ikeuchi 1993) , formalizes and automates the design process. Appearance-based vision can be characterized as an automated process of analyzing the appearances of objects under specified observation conditions, followed by the automarie generation of model-based object recognition programs based on the preceding analysis.
An appearance-based system is known as a Vision Algorithm Compiler, or VAC. A VAC is highly modular; both objects and sensors are explicitly modeled, and are therefore exchangeable. Hence, a VAC can generate object recognition code for many different objects using the same sensor model, or the set of objects can be fixed and the sensor models varied.
A VAC incorporates a two-stage approach to object recognition. The first stage is executed off-line and consists of analysis of predicted object appearances and the generation of object recognition code. The second stage is executed on-line, and consists of applying the previously generated code to input images. The first stage is executed only once for a given object recognition task, and can be relatively expensive. The second stage is executed many times, and must be both fast and cost effective. The high cost of the first stage is amortized over a large number of executions of the second stage. Goad (1983) presented one of the first programs capable of automatically constructing an object recognition program. In Goad's system, an object is described by a list of edges and a set of visibility conditions for each edge. Visibility is determined by checking visibility at a representative number of viewpoints obtained by tessellating the viewing sphere. Object recognition is performed by a process of iteratively matching object and image edges until either a satisfactory match is found, or the algorithm fails. The sequence of matchings is compiled during the off-line analysis phase. Goad's system is not completely automatic, however. Goad selected edges as the features to be used for recognition, and the order of edge matching was specified by hand.
The 3DPO system of Bolles and Horaud (1987) was built with the goal of using off-line analysis to produce the fastest, most efficient on-line object recognition program possible. 3DPO utilized the local-feature-focus method, in which a prominent focus feature is initially identified, and then secondary features predicted from the focus feature are used to fine tune the localization result. The system was not fully automatic, as the focus features and secondary features were chosen by hand.
Ikeuchi (Ikeuchi 1987; Ikeuchi & Hong 1991; Ikeuchi & Kanade 1988) first pointed out the importance of modeling sensors as well as objects in order to predict appearances, and noted that the features that are useful for recognition depend on the sensor being used. The system predicts object appearances at a representative set of viewpoints obtained by tessellating the viewing sphere. The appearances are grouped into equivalence classes with respect to the visible features; the equivalence classes are called aspects. A recognition strategy is generated from the aspects and their predicted feature values, and is represented as an interpretation tree. Each interpretation tree specifies the sequence of operations required to precisely localize an object. The sequence of operations is broken up into two parts: the first part classifies an input image into an instance of one of the aspects, while the second part determines the precise pose (position and orientation) of the object within the specified aspect. Hansen and Henderson (1989) demonstrated a system that analyzed 3-D geometric properties of objects and generated a recognition strategy. The system was developed to make use of a range sensor for recognition. The system examines object appearances at a representative set of viewpoints obtained by tessellating the viewing sphere. Geometric features at each viewpoint are examined, and the properties of robustness, completeness, consistency, cost, and uniqueness are evaluated in order to select a complete and consistent set of features. For each model, a strategy tree is constructed, which describes the search strategy used to recognize and localize objects in a scene.
The system of Arman and Aggarwal (1991) was designed to be capable of selecting the proper sensor for a given task. Starting with a CAD model of an object, the system builds up a tree in which the root node represents the object, and the leaves represent features (where features are dependent upon the sensor selected); and a path from the root to a leaf passes through nodes representing increasing specificity. Each arc in the tree is weighted by a "reward potential" that represents the likely gain from traversing that link. At run time, the system traverses the tree from the root to the leaves, choosing the branch with the highest weight at each level, and backtracking when necessary.
The PREMIO system of Camps, Shapiro, and Haralick (1991) predicts object appearances under various conditions of lighting, viewpoint, sensor, and image processing operators. Unlike other systems, PREMIO also evaluates the utility of each feature by analyzing its detectability, reliability, and accuracy. The predictions are then used by a probabilistic matching algorithm that performs the on-line process of identification and localization.
The BONSAI system of Flynn and Jain (1991) identifies and localizes 3-D objects in range images by comparing relational graphs extracted from CAD models to relational graphs constructed from range image segmentation. The system constructs the relational graphs off-line using two techniques: first, viewindependent features are calculated directly from a CAD model; second, synthetic images are constructed for a representative set of viewpoints obtained by tessellating the viewing sphere, and the predicted areas of patches are determined and stored as an attribute of the appropriate relational graph node. During the on-line recognition phase, an interpretation tree is constructed which represents all possible matchings of the graph constructed from a range image and the stored model graph. Recognition is performed by heuristic search of the interpretation tree. Sato, Ikeuchi, and Kanade (1992) demonstrated a system for recognition of specular objects. During an off-line phase, the system generates synthetic images from a representative set of viewpoints. Specularities are extracted from each image, the images are grouped into aspects according to shared specularities, and each specularity is evaluated in terms of its detectability and reliability. A deformable template is also prepared for each aspect. At execution time, an input image is classified into a few possible aspects using a continuous classification procedure based on Dempster-Shafer theo13 ~. Final verification and localization is performed using deformable template matching. of a specific feature set. However, we speculate that the congruent aspect effect is responsible for the fact that virtually every object recognition system uses a unique feature set. A little thought shows that, for any given feature set, there exist objects that have congruent aspects with respect to that feature set. Additionally, factors such as sensor noise and occlusion can reduce the sensitivity of a feature set and add to ambiguity; therefore, these facctors can also create congruent aspects.
Given that congruent aspects cannot be avoided, how can they be handled? The typical approach followed by most vision-system designers is simply to keep developing new feature sets. That is, when the current feature set fails, resulting in congruent aspects, a new feature set is developed that is specialized for that object domain. Another approach, which has received less attention, is to utilize multiple observations from different viewpoints, using knowledge of the 3-D shape and sensor positions in order to combine information from different observations. This report presents an exploration of the multiple-observation approach. Hong, Ikeuchi, and Gremban (1990) extended the work of Ikeuchi by optimizing the object recognition code generated by their VAC. They noted that, in many instances, objects have aspects that cannot be distinguished on the basis of available features. They called these aspects congruent aspects. Since congruent aspects form equivalence classes with respect to a feature set, they are grouped into larger sets called congruent classes. The pose determination process can sometimes overcome the ambiguity in aspects, but not always, and only at greatly increased computational cost.
The Need for Resolution
Congruent aspects appear to be a universally encountered, if not generally recognized phenomenon of object recognition systems. In the work of Hong et al., most of the objects for which recognition programs were generated exhibited congruent aspects. More recently, Siebert and Waxman (1992) reported an adaptive object recognition program and noted that 75 % of the aspects generated by their system were ambiguous. In human-designed systems, congruent aspects exist, but are rarely noticed; the vision-system designer is specifically engaged in looking for a feature set that will not be ambiguous, and is therefore not likely to notice the phenomenon as anything more than a failure
Planning Multiple Observations
In the most general case of planning multiple observations, multiple objects would be considered, each of which would have six degrees of freedom in pose, and the sensor involved would also have six degrees of freedom. The resulting planning space would then be 12 dimensional. Gaining any intuition in a 12 dimensional space would be difficult, and the details of representation and bookkeeping would be likely to obscure any generalizations. Therefore, to gain insight into the problem, we restrict our attention initially to the simplest case, that in which the sensor and the object each have one degree of freedom, the object identity is known and only object pose remains to be determined. In the next section, we build on that base and extend the planning methodology to the case of three degrees of freedom in object and sensor. Additional extensions to still more general cases are possible.
To start, we consider the case of planning for planar rotations. In particular, we assume that the distance to the object remains fixed, the object has one axis with known orientation about which it can rotate, and the sensor is constrained to rotate in a plane about the object perpendicular to the known object axis. Hence, there is a single degree of freedom in both sensor L Fig. 2 . Object recognition with motion and object pose; since sensor and object rotate about the sanae axis, the system as a whole still has only onedegree of" freedom. Figure 2 illustrates this case.
The one degree of freedom case described above is simple, but still similar to a variety of application domains. One example scenario is that in which a mobile robot moves around an object in order to recognize it--the robot motion is locally planar; the distance to the object remains fixed; and many objects, such as automobiles, buildings, and furniture, have a known "upright" posture. Another application scenario is that of sensing the pose of an object from measurements of object diameter made by tentatively grasping the object from above and measuring the gap between the manipulator fingers; we call this finger gap sensing, and demostrate planning for this domain in section 5.
Our object representation is based upon the concept of an aspect. As stated in the previous section, as aspect represents a characteristic view of an object. Alternatively, as aspect corresponds to a contiguous set of viewpoints from which the object looks more-or-less the same. Instantaneous viewpoints, those for which a feature is visible only momentarily, are not used to define aspects. For example, consider a cube with sides painted different colors. Three sides are visible when a corner is viewed, and the same three sides are visible over a range of viewpoints. The collection of viewpoints in which the same three faces are the only visible faces would constitute an aspect. On the other hand, when the viewing distance is sufficiently large, a view in which only a single face is visible is instantaneous--any slight rotation of the cube would bring another face into view--and hence does not define an aspect.
Aspect classification is the process of classifying an input image into an instance of an aspect. Aspect classification is essentially a process of rough localization, since it limits the possible object poses to those consistent with the observed aspect. Again, in the example one degree of freedom.
of the painted cube, aspect classification is equivalent to identifying the visible faces, which greatly limits the possible poses of the cube. For many tasks, the rough localization determined by aspect classification is sufficient. In what follows, we assume that this is the case, and consider the problem of localization to be equivalent to that of determining the aspect oriented in a particular direction. As an example of a task in which rough localization is sufficient, consider robotic manipulation. To grasp an object stably with a parallel jaw gripper, it is only necessary to align a particular aspect of an object with a reference point of the gripper; given such an alignment, the object is guaranteed to slide into position when contacted by the gripper (Brost 1988) .
In a computer vision system, aspects can be defined in a variety of ways. For example, aspects can be based on the set of visible object surfaces, or on the presence or absence of various features. Aspects can be characterized by determining the distribution of feature values over all the viewpoints within each aspect. Aspects with feature distributions that cannot be distinguished are congruent. We refer to a set of congruent aspects as an aspect class. Figure 3 illustrates a simple example. Suppose that the shape at the top is the projection of a solid 3-D object which is to be viewed from within the plane of the page, and assume orthographic projection. Aspects of the object have been defined based on the set of visible surfaces. Numbering surfaces counter-clockwise from the right side, aspect 0 is defined by the set of viewpoints for which surfaces 0 and 1 are visible. For aspect 1, surfaces 0, 1, and 2 are visible. For aspect 2, surfaces 1 and 2 are visible. The rest of the aspects are defined by noting where surfaces appear and disappear. Note that surface 0 is visible by" itself for only a single, instantaneous viewpoint; therefore there is no aspect corresponding to that visibility case. Now, assuming that the area of each surface is the only available feature, Clearly, if the feature distributions of two aspects cannot be distinguished, then additional sensor observations from the same viewpoint will contribute nothing to the problem of distinguishing between the aspects. However, the problem changes when sensor movement is allowed. Unless an object is perfectly symmetrical, the relative position of other aspects will be different for different aspects. In principle, then, two congruent aspects can be distinguished by moving the sensor to another location from which different observations will result, depending on the identity of the original aspect.
we call this process aspect resolution, and relbr to the distinguishing observation as a resolving observation.
For objects that are nearly symmetrical, it may take more than one sensor move and observation to resolve congruent aspects; instead, it may require a long sequence of sensor moves and observations, which we refer to as a resolving sequence.
To make these definitions intuitive, consider again the example illustrated in figure 3 . The object in question has four congruent aspect classes. The first observation is of class 1, which limits the possible object poses to those corresponding to either of aspects 1 or 6, shown shaded at the bottom of the figure. The second observation, taken 45 ° from the first, is of" class 0. The combination of class 1 followed after 45 ° by class 0 limits the object pose to the set shown shaded in the figure; that is, it is now known that the object is positioned in such a way that aspect 6 was initially visible. In this case, aspect resolution has restricted the object's pose to one consistent with an initial observation of aspect 6.
The example shown in figure 3 is fairly simple, and it is easy for a human observer to determine one or more resolving moves for any of the aspect classes. In fact, for many three-dimensional cases, the determination of resolving moves is relatively easy for a human to perform. However, the problem is not immediately solvable automatically. Several key issues have to be addressed to automate planning for aspect resolution. These issues include the following:
object representation: The object must be represented internally in such a way as to make explicit such object properties as the geometric extents of and relations between observation classes. For example, in figure 3 , the requisite knowledge included the facts that both aspects i and 6 spanned 45 ° and belonged to the same congruent aspect class. Furthermore, it was necessary to know the extent and classes of all the other aspects of the object. representation of uncertainty: A given observation may not constrain the pose of the object by much, and so may not be able to uniquely determine the next move for observation. For example, in figure 1, the first observation only constrained the object pose to within two sets, spanning a total of 90 ~, and any motion of less than 45 ° would not be guaranteed to provide useful information. Moreover, even after resolution, the uncertainty was only reduced to a set spanning 45 o Therefore, every move must be made with respect to the current uncertainty in position. The internal representation used to plan moves must explicitly represent uncertainty in position. selection of moves: There are an infinite number of moves that can be made from any position. It is clearly impossible to search through all moves to select the best. A system for planning resolving moves must have some consistent means of selecting potential moves from the infinite number of possibilities.
Each of the above issues is addressed in the sections below.
Object Representation
Aspects were orignally defined by Koenderink and van Doom (1979) as topologically equivalent classes of object appearances. More intuitively, an aspect can be considered to be a continguous collection of viewpoints yielding object appearances that all look the same. An example is illustrated in figure 4 , in which only equatorial aspects are considered. In the figure, aspects are defined by the set of visible faces. Note that if only geometric, and not relational, information is considered, then there are 4 sets of congruent aspects: {1, 8,}, {2, 7}, {3, 6}, and {4, 5}.
In our domain, the important information about an object that must be made explicit in the object model includes: the geometric extent of each aspect, geometric relations between aspects, and descriptions of aspects in terms of feature values. Since our domain is only two dimensional, rather than employ the full aspect graph, as defined by Koenderink and van Doom (1979) , we represent the information in the form of an aspect diagram. The aspect diagram is like a pie chart; it divides the viewing circle into pie-shaped wedges, each wedge representing an aspect. The extent of each aspect is represented by the size of the wedge, and relations between aspects can be computed directly from extent and ordering information.
Each aspect can be characterized in terms of the feature values associated with it. That is, a single view of an object can be described in terms of the features extracted from that view. An aspect can then be charac- terized by the range of feature values extracted from the constituent views of the aspect. The range of values can either be computed analytically, using object and sensor models, or be approximated by sampling appearances at selected viewpoints. Given the ranges of feature values for an aspect, there is a straightforward procedure to generate an aspect classification program (Hong et al. 1990; Ikeuchi & Kanade 1988) . Starting with the set of all aspects, each feature is examined to see if the set can be partitioned on the basis of the values of that feature. Each resulting subset is then tested against the remaining features, and the procedure continues recursively until either each aspect is uniquely determined, or no more features can be applied. The nonsingleton aspect sets remaining at the end of the process are congruent aspect sets, since they cannot be distinguished using the available features. The congruent aspect sets define the aspect classes. 
Representation for Planning

The Observation Function and Observation
Graph. Consider an object fixed in position and a sensor constrained to move on a circle center on an object. We call the locus of possible sensor positions the v/ewing circle. Let ~b 0 be a position on the viewing circle.
We can define an observation function that relates the angular displacement from ~b 0 to the observed aspect class with respect to the object coordinate system:
( 1) where 'Is denotes the set of relative viewing positions, and F = {~1 --• 7~} denotes the set of aspect classes. For example, for the aspect diagram of figure 5, the following equalities hold: f~o o (0 °) = class-O, and rio ° (120 °) = ctass-3. Pictorially, we can illustrate the observation function for the aspect graph of figure 5 as the one-dimensional labeled line segment shown in figure  6 . The graph extends infinitely to both sides, and is periodic modulo 27r.
Note that the observation function defined above, and illustrated in the figure, depends on knowing the object coordinate system, and specifying displacements with respect to that coordinate system. In object localization problems, one of the goals is to determine the object coordinate system. In the case being considered here, the relationship between object and world coordinates can be specified by a single parameter, 0, which is the angular displacement of the object from its base postion. Alternatively, 0 can be regarded as the relative rotation between object and sensor. The graph of the observation function illustrated in figure 6 is for a value of 0 = 0. The graph of the function for 0 = 30 ° would be the graph of figure 6 shifted 30 ° to the left.
Thus, for a known displacement of world-to-object coordinates, the observation function is one dimensional, and reflects the fact that perfect positional information can be used to accurately prediet the results of sensor observations. However, perfect positional informarion is rarely, if ever, known. In particular, the object pose is never known exactly at the start of an object -"1 localization task. Hence, we need a way to include uncertainty in the object pose into the observation function; this can be done by adding an extra dimension to the observation function. The general observation function for the one degree-of-freedom recognition problem therefore becomes 12 : (,I, x 0 -* £)
where • and £ are defined as in (1), and O denotes the set of possible object poses. Hence, the expression ~(ff, 0) denotes the aspect class observed by moving the sensor ff degrees with respect to the origin of the object coordinate system rotated 0 degrees from world coordinates. The graph of the observation function is now two dimensional, and we refer to it as the observation graph. The observation graph corresponding to the object in figure 4 is illustrated in figure 7 for 0 ° _< if, 0 < 360 ° . Any horizontal line drawn through the figure would yield the graph of the observation function for the object in a particular pose. For example, horizontal lines drawn through the top and bottom of the figure would be identical to the graph in figure 6 , which is the observation graph for the object at its base position. The vertical axis represents uncertainty in object pose. For example, any position on the ¢ axis represents a sensor position.
Key:
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b3g. 7. Observation graph for hexobj for 9 ° -< ~, 0 < 360 °.
The vertical line through that position represents the ordering of the set of possible observations as a function of object pose. Thus, if the object pose was known to within 30 °, and the sensor was at a known position, then the vertical line segment at the sensor position extending 30 ° above and below the approximate pose would represent the set of possible observations resulting from that uncertainty in pose.
Let the resolution function that maps sensor position and object pose onto (sensed) aspect identity be denoted as
where A = {oq, . . . , C~m} denote the aspects of an object. Given a sensor position and an object pose, the resolution function identifies the underlying aspect. The output of the process of aspect resolution is exactly the value ~(00, 0), where 0 is the pose of the object, hence the name given to the function 4,. The observation function can be restricted in various ways to define observation functions for various subsets of ¢ and 0. The aspect-restricted observation function is defined by f~,(~b, 0) = 9(~b, 0)[~0°,0~=~i (
Graphically, an aspect-restricted observation function is represented by a single horizontal strip in the region 0 < 0 < 27r that is periodic modulo 27r. The width of the strip corresponds to the width of the defining aspect. Intuitively, the aspect-restricted observation function f~i represents the collection of observations that could result if o/i was the aspect underlying the first observation. The aspect-restricted observation function represents the situation that results when a particular aspect has been identified, but the exact pose of the object is unknown. The results of additional observations can be predicted to within an uncertainty defined by the size of the aspect. The class-restricted observation function ~vi represents the collection of observations that could result if the initial observation was of class -yj. A classrestricted observation function can be represented graphically as a collection of horizontal strips in the region 0 < 0 < 27r that is periodic modulo 27r. The number of strips in each period is exactly the number of aspects belonging to class 3% and the width of each strip corresponds to the width of the defining aspect. The class-restricted observation function represents the situation that results when a particular aspect class has been observed, but the particular aspect is unknown. In this case, the results of additional observations can be predicted to within an uncertainty defined by the sizes of the constituent aspects.
In summary, then, the observation function is a representation of the relationship of object pose and sensor position to sensor observation. The observation graph is a pictorial representation of the observation function, in which the horizontal axis represtns sensor position, and the vertical axis represents object pose. A horizontal line through the observation graph represents the variation in sensor observations that would result from sensor motion relative to a particular object pose. A vertical line through the observation graph represents the variation in sensor observations that would result from object rotation relative to a particular sensor position. The aspect-restricted observation function represents the uncertainty in sensor observations when the sensor is moved with respect to the observation of a particular aspect. The class-restricted observation function represents the uncertainty in sensor observations when the sensor is moved with respect to the observation of a particular aspect class.
2.2 Aspect Resolution and the Observation Function.
In what follows, we will cease to worry about the periodicity of the observation function and concern ourselves with the primary interval for which 0 < ~, 0 < 27r. It is convenient to use modulo arithmetic and consider the observation function to exhibit wrap around.
The goal of object localization in our restricted domain is to determine the exact value of 0o, which is the orientation of the object with respect to world coordinates. Mathematically, object localization restricts the observation function to the one-dimensional function 9(~b, 00). Equivalently, object localization is the restriction of the observation graph to a single horizontal line corresponding to f~(~, 00).
The goal of aspect resolution is less ambitious than that of object localization. Rather than determining an exact value of 00, aspect resolution determines a range of orientations (01, Oh) and an aspect c~i, such that aspect ~i is guaranteed to underlie any observation in the interval; mathematically, ¥ 0 fi (01, Oh), 3! i • (0, 0) = c~ i. Equivalently, aspect resolution is the restriction of the observation graph to a horizontal strip that is a subset of the strip defining the aspect-restricted observation function.
The tool that can be applied to perform aspect resolution is a sensor observation, which yields the class of the underlying aspect. Since an observation yields only class in~brmation, a single observation reduces the observation function to some class-restricted observation function. If no congruent aspects are present, then each class contains only a single aspect, so the classrestricted observation function is equivalent to an aspect-restricted observation function, and the task is completed. More generally, however, in the presence of congruent aspects the class-restricted observation function is equivalent to the union of the aspectrestricted observation functions corresponding to the aspects making up the class. Graphicall); an observation reduces the observation graph to one or more horizontal strips.
To formalize this concept somewhat, define the observation-restricted observation function by
Intuitively, the observation-restricted observation function is the subset of the observation function that is consistent with a particular observation. For example, if an observation made with a sensor displacement of ~b 0 resulted in class 72, then the restriction of the observation function consistent with this observation would be defined only for 0 for which fl(~0, 0) = 7j. Figure  8 illustrates a restriction of the observation graph of figure 7 for the observation ~(900, 0) = class-3. This observation-restricted function corresponds to a subset of the union of the aspect-restricted functions ~aspect-5, ~aspect-6, ~aspect-8, and ~aspect-0.
Each observation restricts the observation function to a subset that is consistent with that observation. If the relationships between multiple observations are known, then multiple restrictions can be applied to the observation function. Graphically, the operation is that of intersecting the strips resulting from the individual operations. When the multiple restrictions result in a subset of the aspect-restricted observation function for a single aspect, then aspect resolution has been com- These problems are addressed in the next subsection.
Planning with the Observation Graph
Thus far, we have shown that any given feature set will have the potential problem of congruent aspects. Congruent aspects are distinct aspects with indistinguishable feature sets and hence belong to the same aspect class. Aspect resolution is the processing of disambiguating congruent aspects so that the particular aspect originally observed is known uniquely.
Aspect resolution can be performed relatively simply by moving the sensor to different positions and keeping track of the observations. The pattern and displacements of the observations can provide sufficient information to disambiguate congruent aspects. The problem then becomes one of picking the positions of subsequent observations and combining the information properly. The problem is complicated by the fact that the position of the sensor with respect to the object is never known exactly. Instead, a range of possible positions is known.
The observation function is a representation that relates uncertainty in object pose and sensor position to sensor observations. In particular, restrictions of the observation function can be constructed to yield the exact pattern of sensor observations with respect to particular aspects, classes, or even individual observations. Using the observation function, it is possible to predict, with known uncertainty, the range of possible observations that might result from a sensor operation executed at a particular position.
The observation function therefore provides all the information needed to plan moves to perform aspect resolution. However, the observation function is a mathematical construct that must be made more concrete before being usable. A more useful form of the observation function is the observation graph, which is a two-dimensional, graphical representation of the observation function. The previous subsection showed several examples of observation graphs. This section will show how to use observation graphs to plan resolving sequences of sensor moves.
We assume that the first observation defines the 0 ° sensor position, so all moves will be made with respect to this position. The outcome of the first observation is a restriction of the observation graph to be consistent with the observed class. Figure 9 illustrates the restriction that is consistent with an initial observation of class-3.
Each observation made results in an additional restriction of the observation graph. What is needed, then, is a way to select sensor positions, or moves, in such a way as to result in a useful restriction. The problem is that there is potentially an infinite number of moves.
An examination of the structure of observation graphs simplifies the move-selection problem. The observation function is discontinuous, with the discontinuities occurring at the boundaries between different observation results. These boundaries are linear, and span the extent of the observation graphs, and therefore span any restrictions. Let the points along the border of restricted observation graphs at which the observation function is discontinuous be referred to as nodal points. Nodal points can be ordered with respect to their ~b coordinates. Consider an observation graph G, with nodal points nl < n2 < .. • < np. The linear structure of the observation graph guarantees that, for any pair of adjacent nodal points n i and ni+l, the set of observations {~2(~b, 0)} possible is the same for any ~b such that n i < ~ < ni+ 1. Graphically, this means that an 5 , vertical line through the observation graph between adjacent nodal point wilt intersect the same regions; only the relative extent of the portion of the regions underlying the lines will vary. 
class-4
Since the information between nodal points is constant, only nodal points nee~ be considered when selecting sensor moves. Thus, an infinite number of moves has been condensed into a finite, although possibly large, set of moves. Each distinct nodal point represents a possible sensor move. Each observation possible for a given move specifies a restriction of the observation graph. Each such restriction can be examined to see if it results in aspect resolution. Additional moves can be examined by examining the observations possible at the new nodal points resulting from each new restriction. Figure 10 illustrates the procedure on hexobj for moves of 180 ° and 240 o. As seen in the figure, the move of 180 ° fails to resolve the aspects; either of the two possible observations can result starting from either aspect. The move of 240 ° however, does resuk in aspect resolution.
While figure 10 depicts only two of the possible moves starting from ~(0 ~, 0) = class-3, it illustrates the tree structure of the collection of possible move sequences. We call this tree the observation tree. Starting from any observation graph, there exists a set of moves defined by the nodal points of the graph. Each of these moves can result in a limited number of observations, each of which gives rise to a new, more restricted, observation graph. Each new observation graph has an associated set of nodal points that define the moves that lead to further restrictions, and so on, recursively. Since the objective of using multiple observations is to perform aspect resolution, the branching process can be terminated at any restriction that is resolved. Hence, leaf nodes represent the resolution of some aspect. Some sequences of moves never result in aspect resolution, and the branching process for the subtrees representing these sequences never terminate.
Planning for aspect resolution consist of searching through the observation tree, looking for subtrees in which every aspect is resolved. We call such a subtree a resolving subtree; one test for a resolving subtree is to verify that the collection of restricted observation graphs at the leaf nodes covers the observation graph at the root.
In practice, despite the use of nodal points to define moves, there are many possible moves at every node of the observation tree. As a result, there are many possible resolving subtrees--many more than are practical to enumerate. Additionally, for complicated objects (as will be seen in section 5), aspect resolution may require several observations; five or six observations are not unexpected. The result of all this is that observation trees are far too large to search exhaustively, so heuristic search is required.
The resolving subtree that results from search of the observation tree is called a resolution tree, since it specifies a sequence of moves that will perform resolution for any aspect. The resolution tree becomes a specification for an on-line executive that performs observations until aspect resolution is complete. In many cases, the resolution tree is quite simple, and contains only a single move level. For objects with many similar appearances, a fairly long sequence of moves may be required.
Implementation
A planner was implemented to demonstrate the feasibility of planning sensor observations using the observation graph. The input to the planner is an aspect diagram specifying the identity, extent, relative location, and class of each aspect. The planner then expands the observation tree as discussed above. Several heuristics are available for pruning the search tree. For a particular application, the heuristics used would trade off tree depth, search time, and cost of sensor observations. For our experiments, the heuristics were implemented to minimize search time.
The output of the planner is a resolution tree that contains explicit instructions for performing aspect resolution on a particular object using a specific sensor. The tree can be written out to secondary storage and accessed later by an on-line executive that actually performs the task of aspect resolution. Since planning is performed off-line only once per object, while the resolution tree is to be used repeatedly in an on-line mode, it is possible to perform expensive searches in order to obtain resolution trees that specil~y efficient, costeffective procedures for aspect resolution. Resolved nodes, also represented by squares but labeled "R-," denote aspects that have been resolved. The rightmost descendant of the root node is the resolved node "R-04"; the observation resolving the aspect is class-0, and the resolved aspect is aspect-0. The other descendants of the root node are congruent-set nodes. The leftmost descendant of the root is a congruent-set node labeled "C-00" and represents the case that occurs from an observation of class-4, which yields the congruent aspects aspect-4 and aspect-5. Note that all leaf nodes are resolved nodes.
The resolution tree provides directions for resolving congruent aspects. Thus, in the figure, the first action is an observation made from the initial position, 0 o. If the observation is class-0, then the aspect observed is aspect-0. The node is a leaf node, so the aspect has been resolved and processing terminates. If the first observation is of class-2, then either of aspect-2 or aspect-7 could be the initial aspect. A move of 330 ° should be made. If the resulting observation is class-l, then the initial aspect was aspect-2; if the resulting observation is class-3, then the initial aspect was aspect.-'/. Figure 12 illustrates another, somewhat more complicated example, in which two moves may be necessary to resolve a set of congruent aspects. The examples in the section on experiments show still more complicated cases in which as many as seven observations are required to resolve some aspects.
Extension to Higher Degrees of Freedom
First, we recap the results from the previous section. In the constrained scenario considered there, objects with one degree of freedom in pose were being localized using multiple observations from a sensor with one degree of freedom in position. In fact, since rotation of the object is equivalent to the inverse rotation of the sensor, there is only one degree of freedom in the system. It was convenient to parameterize the space using two independent variables, however. A two dimensional observation function was defined that mapped object pose and sensor position onto observed aspect class:
The observation function was shown to have a representation as a two-dimensional square planar surface. Sensor observations were shown to reduce this square into strips, and planning was performed by examining sequences of sensor positions to find sequences that would yield strips corresponding to subsets of the strips resulting from restricting the observation function to individual aspects.
We consider here the extension of planning to three degrees of freedom. Object position is assumed to be known, but the three rotational parameters defining object pose are allowed to vary. The sensor is assumed to be held a fixed distance from the object, allowing only the sensor view axis and rotation about that axis free to vary, thereby yielding three degrees of freedom in sensor position.
The extension of the observation function and observation graph to three degrees of freedom is similar to the derivation in the single-degree-of-freedom case, the main difference being that the observation graph may take several different forms, all of which are difficult to visualize because of the number of dimensions, and difficult to work with because of the corresponding sizes of the data structures.
The fundamental problem with extending the observation graph to three degrees of freedom is that rotations around multiple axes are not commutative. As a result, the higher-dimensional observation graph does not have a nice, neat, conceptually simple structure. Moreover, many different representations are possible. For example, pose and position could be described by Euler angles or quaternions, and each description leads to a different representation of the observation graph.
Abstractly, there is little difficulty in extending our previous results. The observation function, ~2, becomes a scaler function of two vector-valued variables, ~" and 0~ which define sensor position and object pose, respectively:
As before, aspect, class, and observation restrictions of the observation function partition the observation function into subfunctions. Equivalently, the higher-dimensional observation graph can be partitioned into disjoint regions corresponding to either aspect-restrictions, class-restrictions, or observationrestrictions. As before, sequences of observations can be represented as the intersection of the associated restricted observation graphs. Planning for aspect resolution is again a search through the tree of possible sensor moves to find a subtree in which every leaf node is a subset of an aspect restriction.
In the sections below, we add some detail to this abstract description by selecting particular representations and examining the impact of the representations on the aspect resolution planning process.
P-spheres and O-spheres
One representation of orientation that has been found useful in computer vision is the solid Gaussian sphere (Ikeuchi & Kanade 1988) , which we will specialize for the representation of sensor position and object pose, and refer to as the position sphere (p-sphere) and orientation sphere (o-sphere), respectively. We start by defining the p-sphere.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between points of the solid unit sphere and sensor positions. First, assume that the object is at the center of the sphere. Then, each point on the surface represents a position of the sensor, with the view axis aligned toward the sphere center. Rotation around the axis can then be represented by distance from the center. The following paragraphs add the details necessary to map sensor positions onto the sphere.
Define a sensor system as shown in figure 13 ; the system is left-handed, with the z-axis representing the sensor view axis. The p-sphere is assumed to have an imbedded coordinate system, with the north pole being the intersection of the p-sphere z-axis with the surface of the sphere. Select a home, or base, position for the sensor, and identify this position with the north pole so that the sensor points toward the center of the p-sphere, and the x-and y-axes of the sensor are aligned with the x-and y-axes of the p-sphere. Points on the surface of the sphere can be identified with orientations of the view axis by rotating the origin of the sensor coordinate system to that point on the surface and pointing the z-axis toward the center of the p-sphere. There is obvious freedom of movement around the view axis, which is eliminated by specifying that the sensor is rotated into position directly from the north pole along a line of longitude. Finally, let distance along the view axis toward the center of the sphere represent rotation clockwise around the view axis. Figure 13 illustrates the definition. The p-sphere has two singularities: the south pole, and the center. The singularities can be identified in advance and avoided during the planning process.
The same general representation can be applied to the process of representing object pose, in a form that we refer to as the orientation sphere, or o-sphere. We assume that the location of the object is known, and that a pose specifies an orientation relative to some fixed coordinate system. Then, all poses of an object can be defined by three parameters. As above, these parameters can be represented as points on a solid sphere, the o-sphere.
Define a coordinate system fixed with respect to the object. Pick one axis of the object, the z-axis, for example, as a distinguisheA axis of the object. Start with the object coordinate system aligned with the o-sphere coordinate system, and identify this pose with the north pole of the o-sphere. To specify any pose of the object, first specify the new position of the z-axis; this axis alignment is identified with the ray from the center of the sphere having the same alignment. Next, assume that the z-axis was moved to that position in the most direct way--by movement along a line of longitude. This assumption specifies new orientations for the x-axis and y-axis. Now, let distance from the surface toward the o-sphere center represent rotation about the new z-axis.
We can represent the observation function as the successive application of two functions: the first is a function-valued function that computes the restriction of the observation function to a single-object orientation, and the second is a scalar-valued function that applies the restricted-observation function to a specific sensor position and computes the observation value. More formally, a(t}o, 00) = a l0=00(~o)
The intuition behind this formulation is that every point of the o-sphere has an associated p-sphere. Each p-sphere represents the set of possible observations as a function of sensor position for a given object pose. We can label each point of each p-sphere with the class and aspect that would be observed by a sensor at the specified position for an object in the associated pose. Thus, to determine the value that would result from an observation of an object in a known pose made from a sensor in a specific position, one accesses the psphere associated with the given pose, and then looks up the value at the point of the p-sphere representing the sensor position.
The representation described above, that of an osphere consisting of p-spheres at each point, constitutes the three-degree-of-freedom observation graph. It would also be possible to construct the observation graph by indexing o-spheres through a p-sphere, but certain operations become much more complicated.
A continuous implementation of the three-degreeof-freedom observation graph is impractical. Instead, the o-sphere andp-spheres must be discretized into cells representing ranges of parameters. Each cell of the osphere has an associated p-sphere, or child p-sphere. Similarly, each p-sphere is associated with a specific cell on the o-sphere, which we will refer to as the parent cell. In what follows, we assume that each cell of the o-sphere contains a flag that can be turned on or off, and that each cell of a child p-sphere contains the class and aspect that would be observed for the specified pose and position. Initially, all o-sphere cells are turned on. The three-degree-of-freedom restrictions of the observation graph can now be tbrmulated by selectively turning various cells off.
An aspect-restricted observation graph consists of all the o-sphere cells (and child p-spheres) for which the specific aspect is observed by the sensor at its base position. Using our representation, we can construct the aspect-restricted observation graph by examining the cells at the north pole of each p-sphere. Each osphere cell with the given aspect at the north pole of its childp-sphere is left on, while all others are tagged off. The collection of on cells represents the aspectrestricted observation graph. The class-restricted observation graphs can be similarly constructed, by leaving on all o-sphere cells with the correct class at the north pole of the childp-sphere, and turning all other o-sphere cells off.
Construction of the observation-restricted observation graphs is similar. An observation consists of an ordered pair (~/', 3@ Each p-sphere is examined at the cell containing the position 5. If the cell contains the observation "Yi, then the o-sphere cell associated with that p-sphere is left on; otherwise, the cell is tagged off. Obviously, this process can be repeated as additional observations are made.
As before, when an observation-restricted observation graph is a subset of an aspect-restricted graph, then aspect resolution is complete.
Planning is now a much more complicated task, because the space of possible sensor moves ( f E ~) is three dimensional, rather than one dimensional (qs E 't9. Moreover, there is no clear analog of nodal points in the three-dimensional case. However, it is possible to outline a planning algorithm that searches through a tree of possible sensor moves.
The number of moves that must be checked can be limited by consideration of the observable regions of the p-spheres. For many sensors, rotation about the sensor view axis does not affect the observation; for these sensors, only the surfaces of the p-spheres need to be considered. Moreover, for any sensor, the p-spheres are simply rotations of each other, so only one p-sphere need be examined in order to select possible moves.
One possible search strategy is as follows:
Examine the surface of a p-sphere and determine the minimum extent of the aspects; that is, find the minimum diameter of the smallest circle that can circumscribe any aspect. This minimum diameter, drain, represents the size of the smallest displacement that will move the sensor out of the smallest region. This corresponds to the smallest distance between nodal points in the one-degree-of-freedom case, and is a reasonable choice for a minimum sensor-move size in the three-degree-of-freedom case.
At the root node, determine all the possible classes observable from the base sensor position. For each class, construct the class-restricted observation graph and attach it to a new node of the search tree. Nodes with attached observation graphs are observation nodes. Now, at each observation node, it is necessary to construct move nodes corresponding to possible sensor moves. In principle, one could examine each move corresponding to each cell in the prototypepsphere. In practice, this is prohibitive. An alternative strategy is to consider only the moves corresponding to cells that are integer multiples of dmin from the base position. This collection of cells form a set of bands like lines of latitude that cover the prototype p-sphere at intervals of dmi n. This is still a large number of moves, and more heuristics for limiting the number considered could be developed, such as only using moves along longitudinal circles at intervals of drain. Figure 14 illustrates the two heuristics.
For each possible move, it is necessary to examine the corresponding cells of all thep-sphere in the restricted-observation graph; this determines the set of possible observations. The set of possibte observations is then used to construct new observation nodes with updated restricted-observation graphs. Whenever an observation graph is a subset of an aspect-restricted-observation graph, search at that node can be terminated, and the resolved cells of the o-sphere can be marked. Search is terminated when all o-sphere cells have been marked.
A by-product of this representation is more accurate object localization than that obtainable from just aspect resolution. Only o-sphere cells consistent with the observations are tagged on, and these cells will be a subset of all the cells consistent with the initial observation. Thus, this planning method also uses the spatial relationship between multiple observations to reduce the uncertainty in object pose as much as possible.
The combinatorics of this search method depend on the resolution of the discretization process used to construct the o-sphere and the p-spheres. As will be seen in the section on experiments, because of noise associated with the discretization process, the accuracy with which aspect resolution can be performed is correlated with the resolution of the discretization process. Thus, to accurately resolve aspects, the combinatorics of planning become prohibitive. On the other hand, to ease the combinatorial burden of planning, a coarse discretization is required, which leads to errors in aspect resolution. In the next subsection, we explore an alternative that trades off some of the fidelity in sensor position for control for a significant reduction in combinatorics.
The Observation Block
There are several ways to simplify the representation by ignoring various parameters. In this subsection, we explore an alternative representation that utilizes a three-dimensional parameter space. Consequently, the information produced by the planner is simpler, in this case only a specification for the angular distance to move the sensor at each step; the direction to move the sensor is left unspecified.
Consider the viewing sphere around an object. For each point on the surface of the sphere, one form of the observation function can be represented as a rectangular planar surface, the observation sheet. We shall show how to construct these surfaces, then stack them together into a solid, the observation block. Planar slices through the observation block correspond to the collection of possible observations resulting from an angular displacement of the sensor. Search through these planar slices can yield a sequence of sensor motions that perform aspect resolution. Consider a given point on the surface of the viewing sphere. If the problem were limited to moving the sensor along a great circle through the center of the cell, then the situation would be like that in section 3, and the corresponding observation function would be onedimensional, and representable as a line segment with labeled intervals, as depicted previously in figure 6 . Now, for each point, define a coordinate system so that all the great circles through the point can be indexed by a single parameter,/3, which defines the angular offset from a reference great circle. Then, each position along a great circle can be indexed by parameter ~b, which defines the angular displacement along the great circle, with ~b = 0 being at the point.
In what follows, we assume that the viewing sphere has been discretized into a collection of cells, and we represent each cell by the point at the center of the cell.
Let ci be one of the cells on the viewing sphere. Then there is an observation function defined with respect to the coordinate system associated with c i, which is a scalar-valued function of two scalar parameters, 13 and q,:
The observation graph corresponding to this function is a two-dimensional rectangular surface that we refer to as the observation sheet at ci, and is composed of strips corresponding to the great circles through ci.
Although this structure is similar to the observation graphs of section 3, we give it a different name because the properties are quite distinct. The observation sheet is defined with respect to a unique point and unique coordinate system, and does not incorporate any notion of uncertainty. Instead, observation sheets will be combined in a way that will handle uncertainty.
Each cell ci now has an associated observation sheet. We can conceptually stack the observation sheets on top of each other to form a three-dimensional solid, the observation block. While the observation block contains all the observations possible from moving the sensor around the object, it is not parameterized in such a way that observation corresponding to specific sensor viewpoints can be determined. In fact, there is little relationship between proximity of points in the observation block to the position of the sensor or pose of the object. However, the observation block does make explicit certain relationships.
Suppose that each strip corresponding to a great circle can be tagged on or off. The aspect-restricted observation block consists of all the sheets in the observation block constructed from points contained within the given aspect. That is, each strip belonging to any observation sheet associated with a cell contained in the given aspect is tagged on, while all others are tagged off. Similarly, the class-restricted observation block consists of the union of all the aspect-restricted blocks associated with all the aspects in the class. Figure 15 illustrates the concept.
The observation block can also be restricted with respect to specific sensor observations. The observation block has three axes:/3, ~b, and c. Planar slices perpendicular to the c-axis make up the basis for the aspectrestrictions and class-restrictions. Similarly, slices a) b,k perpendicular to the ~b axis form the basis for observation restrictions. The ff axis represents the angular displacement of the sensor with respect to the center of each cell. Thus, the planar slice through ff = 0 represents all the observations possible for the first or base sensor observation. The planar slice through ff = ~b 1 represents all the observations possible after moving the sensor by angle ~b 1, the direction of the displacement is not considered, only the magnitude. An observation restriction of the observation block is illustrated in figure 16 . Observation-restricted observation blocks can be constructed for an observation of class "~i at angular displacement ~bj by tagging on all the observation strips that contain the value 3'i at the displacement ffj. As before, successive observation restrictions can be intersected to further refine an observation block. Aspect resolution is complete when the refined observation block is a subset of some aspect restriction.
Planning for aspect resolution can now be performed by examining planar slices through the ff axis and searching through the tree of possible sensor displacements for a subtree in which every strip belongs to some resolved subset. Search using this representation requires far less storage and computation than search through the space of p-spheres described previously. However, there is a price to pay for this cost savings, and that price is robustness. Unlike the previous method, this method does not specify exact sensor positions; only angular displacements are specified. Consequently, there may be situations in which a sensor must move in a particular direction in order to resolve an aspect. There is no way to compute this direction using this representation.
A reasonable trade-off may be to implement both methods. Then, in generating a sensing strategy for an object, the cheaper method employing observation blocks can be used until either a complete plan is generated, or it is determined that the object requires more exact sensor positioning. In the latter case, the p-sphere method can be applied. Since the planning is performed off-line, the increased computational cost is not critical.
Experiments
In the preceding sections, we discussed the theory and implementation for a method using multiple sensor observations to perform aspect resolution, which is equivalent to rough localization. The need for multiple observations was driven by the phenomenon of congruent aspects, which were defined as aspects that are distinct, yet indistinguishable using the available feature set.
In this section, we report the results of applying this methodology to aspect resolution in two different domains: specular objects and finger-gap sensing. Each domain was restricted to a single degree of freedom. The purpose of the experiments was to determine the effectiveness of performing aspect resolution using multiple observations. Since multiple observations are unnecessary in the absence of congruent aspects, our experimental domains were selected to maximize the potential ~br congruent aspects. The domains selected were:
--specular objects: Highly specular objects are difficult to recognize because the specularities that characterize the domain are extremely prominent, yet highly variable with respect to object pose and sensor location. A single image of a specular object yields very tittle information about the overall object shape, since a specularity is a local phenomenon; many different object poses can yield the same pattern of specularities. --finger-gap sensing: It is possible to configure parallel jaw grippers with sensors that report when a jaw has contacted an object, and the distance between jaws (the finger gap). With such a configuration, the gripper can be used to measure object diameters, which can be associated with object poses.
The planner discussed in section 3 was incorporated into a VAC (see subsection 2.2). In a VAC, an objectrecognition program is generated in an off-line stage; the generated program is then repeatedly executed to perform object recognition during a second, on-line stage. The VAC used for the experiments contained an appearance simulator for generating simulated sensor data (Fujiwara et al. 1991 ), a collection of processing modules for extracting features from sensor observations, a module that generated an aspect-classification tree, and the planner for generating an aspect-resolution tree.
In the experiments described below, one or more objects were selected for use in each domain. For each object, a CAD-like model of the object was constructed, consisting of a geometric description of the object, augmented with sensor-specific information such as color and reflectance. The augmented CAD model was input to the VAC, and was used by the appearance simulator to generate simulated sensor data. The simulated data was processed to extract features characterizing the object appearances from various viewpoints. The collection of appearances was used to generate the aspectclassification tree and aspect diagram for each object. The aspect diagram was then used by the planner to generate the resolution tree. The user was required to input the augmented CAD model, specify an interval between viewpoints for use in sampling appearances, select a procedure for defining aspects, and select a heuristic for use by the observation planner; the program generation process then ran entirely automatically without any further user intervention.
A separate aspect resolution program was generated for each combination of object and sampling interval. Each aspect-resolution program generated consisted of an executive, an aspect-classification tree, and a resolution tree. To perform resolution, the executive used the resolution tree to determine sensor positions for each observation, and used the aspect-classification tree to classify each observation into an instance of an aspect class.
The construction and use of a resolution tree assumes that aspects can be correctly classified, since resolution is performed by analyzing sequences of aspect classifications with respect to sensor positions. Therefore, the accuracy of aspect classification will affect the accuracy of aspect resolution. In the experiments reported below, the relationship between the accuracy of aspect resolution and the accuracy of aspect classification was explored.
Synthetic Specular Domain
Specular objects are those with smooth, mirror-like surfaces. Specular objects are difficult to recognize and localize because the positions of the specularities are not fixed like geometric features of the object (such as edges or vertexes) but change position as the light source and sensor change position. Moreover, the information extracted from specularities is very sparse and contains information about local shape only.
For each of the objects used, an augmented CAD model of the object was constructed. The model was used by the appearance simulator which generated images of the object, corresponding to the images that would be obtained by rotating a co-located light source and camera completely around the object, while making observations at specified intervals. Thresholding was applied to each image to extract the specularities, and then each specularity was analyzed to compute the feature values. Throughout the experiments in the specular domain, the features used were: number of specularities, area of the largest specularity, dominant eigenvalue of the largest specularity, eigenvalue ratio of the largest specularity, maximum distance between specularities, and minimum distance between specularities. The same model and appearance simulator were used by the VAC to generate the aspect-resolution program, and during each trial to generate simulated sensor observations. Each trial consisted of selecting an object pose (rotation) at random, and feeding the rotated object model to the system as input. The initial rotations were selected at random from the interval [0.00 °, 360.00°), with a resolution of 0.01 o. Each trial proceeded by generating an image of the object, processing the image to extract the feature set, and classifying the input image as an instance of an aspect class. Then, depending on the instructions in the resolution tree, the process was halted if a leaf node was reached (meaning that resolution was completed), or the simulated sensor was rotated with respect to the model as specified by the resolution tree, and the image-generation, processing, and classification steps were repeated. If the feature set matched no known aspect, the experiment was terminated with an error message. If the process terminated normally (at a leaf node), then the resulting aspect identification was compared to the known input to determine whether resolution had been correctly performed, and the experiment was labeled correct or incorrect, accordingly. Thus, three results were possible for each experiment: correct resolution, incorrect resolution, or error (unresolvable).
As mentioned above, the accuracy of aspect resolution is dependent upon the accuracy of aspect classification, which is in turn dependent upon the fidelity of the sampling. To explore this effect, the size of the sampling interval used in the construction of the aspectclassification tree was varied. Aspect-classification trees were generated using sample images generated at intervals of 10, 2 °, 40, 6 °, 8 ° and 10 °. 100 trials were executed for each sampling interval.
Sphereworld.
Sphereworld is comprised of objects made up of shiny spheres. With respect to a camera and co-located light source, the only specular features available are small, circular spots of light that yield very ambiguous information about object pose.
Consider the object in figure 17 . The object, called ell, is composed of four spheres connected to form an L shape. The figure depicts a view of the object looking down the z-axis, four representative views from the x-y plane, and the specularities extracted from those views.
As discussed above, images of ell were generated at fixed intervals using an appearance simulator. Each of the images was thresholded to extract the specularities; and features of the specularities were computed. The images were grouped together into aspects based on the number of visible specularities, and each aspect was characterized by computing the range of feature values over the constituent viewpoints. The number of aspects and aspect classes varied with the sampling interval. The aspect diagram for ell with a sampling interval of 1° is shown in figure 18 , along with the specularities that characterize each aspect. The corresponding resolution tree is shown in figure 19 .
The results of the aspect-resolution experiments on ell are shown in table 1. The relationship between sampling interval and aspect-classification trees was immediately evident, since the number of aspects and the number of classes varied with the sampling interval. As expected, the results are more accurate the more densely sampled the object model is. This is clearly indicated by the decreasing number of correct resolutions as the sampling interval increases. Another interesting point is the number of unresolvable cases, which increased with increasing sampling interval.
An analysis of the errors proved to be interesting. The most common error was due to something we refer to as a border effect. The aspect diagram depicts sharp boundaries between aspects. In reality, the boundaries are somewhat blurred. For example, in figure 18 , aspects 1-0 and 0-4 are adjacent. Aspect-l-0 belongs to class-l, which is characterized by the presence of 4 specularities. Aspect-0-4 belongs to class-3, which is characterized by the presence of 3 specularities. But, even though specularities are unstable features, they do not instantaneously wink out of existence. In actuality, a specularity gets smaller and smaller, pixel by pixel.
In this case, as the sensor moves counter-clockwise around ell, one of the specularities in aspect-l-0 begins to get smaller, and shrinks until it disappears. The detection of that specularity is dependent on the performance of the feature extraction module, and is affected by quantization, sensor noise, a threshold on minimum size of a specularity, and other factors. Thus, while the sensor may be positioned to observe aspect-l-0 (class-l), one of the characteristic specularities may not be detected, resulting in an erroneous classification of the scene as an instance of class-3. Consequently, the entire process of resolution will fall. This is an example of a border effect. Finer sampling means that each specularity will be more finely sampled, and the gradual effects of appearing and disappearing will be more exactly modeled. Table 1 clearly shows that incorrect resolutions increase with increasing sampling interval.
Unresolvable cases can result when sampling is too coarse. Since specularities appear and disappear over small ranges of sensor motion, specularities can be missed entirely by sampling around the region in which a specularity appears. Thus, when an observation falls between samples and detects the specularity that was missed during sampling, the result is an image that belongs to no known class. As expected, the number of unresolvable cases increases with increasing sampiing interval.
Additionally, border effects and unresolvable cases can be encountered at any given observation. From figure 19 , the resolution tree for ell shows that as many as five observations may be necessary for resolution. That presents five opportunities for either border effects or unresolvability to be encountered.
Stylized Jet.
In general, the more complex the object, the more variable will be the patterns of specularities detectable from different viewpoints. Variation can result from the distribution of surfaces and interreflection between surfaces, as well as from the properties of the surfaces themselves. In this section, we report the results of applying our methodology for aspect resolution to a fairly complex ob.ject--a stylized jet containing many surfaces of several different types. Figure 20 presents an overhead view of the jet. For the aspect-resolution experiments, equatorial views of the jet were used; several of these views, along with the extracted specularities, are also shown in figure 20 .
The augmented CAD model of the jet was constructed using spherical, cylindrical, and planar surfaces. In the specular domain, cylindrical and planar surfaces are particularly challenging, since they are only detectable when the surface normal is aligned with the axis of the sensor (recall that the sensor consists of a camera and co-located light source). Hence, for many viewpoints, no specularities may be detectable.
Moreover, many of the detectable specularities will be highly variable, changing shape and appearing/disappearing over small ranges of viewing angles.
Because of the highly variable nature of the specularities detected, aspect selection based on appearances resulted in a huge number of aspects, many consisting of only a single observation. Alternatively, the appearance simulator made it possible to determine the surface underlying each extracted specularity, so aspects were selected on the basis of the set of surfaces associated with the detected specularities. Additionally, aspects spanning less than 5 Q were merged into neighboring aspects. The aspect diagram corresponding to the case of a 1 ° sampling interval, augmented with the pattern of specularities that characterize the aspects, is shown in figure 21 .
Even after merging small aspects, as many as 24 aspects resulted. Consequently, the branching factor for the search trees was huge, resulting in time-consuming searches for resolution trees. The resulting trees were also fairly large, consisting of as many as 100 nodes, and specifying up to 8 observations. The resolution for the jet corresponding to a 1 °-sampling interval is shown in figure 22 .
As in the case of ell, an experiment consisting of 100 resolution trials was conducted for each of several different sampling intervals. The results are shown in table 2 for sampling intervals of 10, 2 °, 40, 6 °, 80, and 10 °. Again, a very strong relationship between sampling interval and resolution accuracy is apparent. Resolution was performed correctly more than 97 % of the time when the sampling interval was small (less than 2 °). However, as the sampling interval increased, the performance of the aspect-resolution process decreased quicldy. At sampling intervals greater than 5 0, less than half of the resolution trials were correct; most of the other trials were unresolvable. The results obtained for the jet were consistent with expectations. Cylindrical and planar surfaces produce specularities that are highly variable. During construction of the aspect diagram, it was observed that some specularities were detectable over ranges of less than 2 0, making it very likely that coarse sampling would miss many specularities, leading either to incorrect resolution, or unresolvability.
The results on the jet demonstrate the practicality of the multiple observation paradigm in a fairly complicated domain. Clearly, the extracted specularities shown in figure 21 give little information useful for localization, and many viewpoints have no visible specularities. Yet, 99 % accuracy in aspect resolution was achieved using multiple observations.
2 Actual Specular Domain
In addition to the simulation experiments, several actual trials were performed in the laboratory. Two sphereworld objects were constructed and painted glossy black. One object was ell, shown simulated above. The other consisted of four spheres connected to form a T shape, and called tee. For each object, simulated images at 1 ° intervals were used to construct the aspect diagram, classification trees, and resolution trees used.
For each experiment, the object was placed on a black rotation table, in front of a black background. Consequently, each object was fairly difficult to segment using standard image processing techniques. A pose tbr the object was selected, and the rotation table moved to the appropriate position. The camera was fixed, and a bright point source was co-located with the camera.
The first set of trials involved the object tee. For this set of trials, the room was darkened so that the only light source was the point source co-located with the camera. Consequently, specularities were the only visible features and were easy to extract. On each trial, resolution was correctly performed, The second set of trials involved the object ell. For this set of trials, the room lights were left on. In this case, specularities were still prominent and easy to extract. Again, on each trial, resolution was correctly performed. One of the trials is illustrated in figure 23 . For this trial, ell was placed in a pose corresponding to a relative rotation of 120 o. The figure shows the path taken through the resolution tree. To the right of the tree, both the input and processed images resulting from the observations are shown; each pair of images is shown to the right of the resolution tree node at which the observation was made.
The results of the actual sphereworld experiments confirm the feasibility of the multiple-observations approach to object localization. For more complex objects, the main difficulty in applying the approach presented here would be the use of simulated sensor observations to construct the recognition programs. As the complexity of the domain increases, so does the difficulty in adequately simulating appearances. An Total tests  100  100  100  100  100  100  Correct  99  97  69  46  26  34  Incorrect  1  3  11  24  12  9  Unresolvable  0  0  20  30  62  57 alternative to simulation, however, is to use the actual object to construct the recognition program. Ideally, an automated system would alter the object pose, then obtain and process actual sensor observations just as the current system works with an augmented CAD model and an appearance simulator.
Finger-Gap Sensing
Wallack and Canny (unpublished) implemented a system for performing object localization by examining the distance between parallel jaw grippers, thefinger gap.
The goal of their work was to determine the stable grasps of objects. They noted that, when the object is touched without being moved, the finger gap measures the object diameter, which in turn determines a set of possible states of the object. Multiple measurements at different grasp angles further constrain the set of possible states, and measurements can be made until the set of possible states includes only stable grasps. By making the possible stable states correspond to aspects, and diameter measurements correspond to feature values, the finger-gap sensing domain falls into the one-degree-of-freedom domain for which sensor planning has been demonstrated. That is, planning for stable grasps using finger-gap measurements is a subset of the more general scenario of a single sensor constrained to one rotational degree of freedom. To demonstrate this, the finger-gap sensing domain was simulated, and planning was performed using the same software as for the specular domain above. The only change made to the system used for the specular domain was in the sensor simulation, and the selection of features for use in aspect classification.
The simulation was performed by building a CAD model of a planar shape, rotating it in the plane, and generating images of the shape from above. Simple thresholding and blob analysis were used to determine the diameter of the shape, which was measured in pixels. Figure 24 shows the image of the object, called p-star, the thresholded image, and the thresholded image bounded by two bars representing the inner edges of the fingers and defining the object diameter.
Samples of p-star were obtained at 1 ° intervals. Figure 25 shows the resulting graph of the diameter function. On a purely heuristic basis, diameter thresholds were selected and used to segment the diameter function into sets corresponding to aspects. The initial aspects were merged together when possible to ensure a minimum aspect extent of 10 ~. The resulting aspect diagram is shown in figure 26 , along with the resolution tree that was generated. Note that the aspect diagram is symmetric. This is expected due to both the symmetry of p-star, and because a finger-gap sensor measures only diameter, which induces symmetry in the measurements. The leaf nodes of the resolution tree, unlike those in previous examples, are denoted with an "S" prefix, which denotes a symmetric-set node. A symmetric-set node contains more than one constituent aspect, but cannot be further resolved due to the symmetry of the aspect diagram.
One hundred resolution trials were executed for sampling intervals of 10, 2 °, 4 °, 6 °, 80, and 10 ~. Initial rotations were selected at random from the interval [0.00, 360.00), with a resolution of 0,01 ° Results are reported in table 3. In general, increasing the sampling Total tests  100  100  100  100  100  100  Correct  95  88  61  78  39  44  Incorrect  3  10  5  17  53  35  Unresolvable  2  2  34  5  8  21 interval led to an increasing number of errors and unresolvable cases. As in the specular domain, the incorrect resolutions were due to border effects, while unresolvable cases were due primarily to under-sampling. Unlike the specular domain, even the case in which diameters were sensed at 1 ° intervals exhibited some errors. Further analysis showed that this was an eflbct of the simulation used. No anti-aliasing was employed in the simulation, so the diameters changed by 1 or 2 pixels over very small rotations. An interesting fact to note in the table is the large difference in performance for sampling intervals of 4 ° and 8 ° compared to other sampling intervals. This is an effect of the fTequency of sampling not matching the frequency of the diameter function. In fact, with an 8 ° sampling interval, the resulting aspect diagram was not even symmetric.
Discussion and Conclusions
There are many" situations in which a single sensor observation may be insufficient to unambiguously interpret an image. The reasons for this may be as diverse as sensor processing noise, object occlusion, an inadequate set of features, or inherently ambiguous objects.
Many ambiguous cases can be resolved through the use of additional sensor observations made from different sensor positions. Intuitively, this makes sense, since observations from different viewpoints will contain information about different parts of the object. However, simple random selection of additional sensor positions is likely to be inadequate or at least inefficient. Ideally, each new observation should reveal new, useful information, and the best way to guarantee the maximum effectiveness of each observation is to plan them on the basis of what is already known.
In this report, we presented the conceptual basis for planning observation sequences to perform aspect resolution, which is equivalent to rough localization. We first derived a planning methodology for the restricted case of one degree of freedom in object pose and sensor position, then extended the methodology to the more general case of three degrees of freedom in each of object pose and sensor position.
The planning methodology depended upon a representation of possible observations as a function of both sensor position and object pose called the observation graph. We defined restrictions of the observation graph to be subsets that correspond to observations of particular aspects or classes by the sensor in a base position. In the single-degree-of-freedom case, the observation graph is a planar rectangular region. Suc-cessive observations reduce the observation graph into strips parallel to the x-axis. Aspect resolution is complete when a remaining single strip is a subset of an aspect restriction.
We implemented a planner for the restricted case, dealing with the problem of aspect resolution. The output of the planner was called a resolution tree, and specified sequences of sensor positions that would guarantee resolution of ambiguous, or congruent, aspects. Although dependent on a variety of heuristics to prune the search space, the planner was capable of computing resolution trees for fairly complicated objects. The planner was incorporated into a VAC, which automatically generated aspect resolution programs. The planner was tested in the domain of specular objects, and in the finger-gap sensing domain by using the generated programs to perform aspect resolution on both real and simulated objects, and results were very good.
The conclusion to be drawn from the research reported here is that multiple observations can be effectively employed to resolve ambiguous. Moreover, sequences of sensor positions can be planned off-line in advance for known objects, and these sequences can be stored and executed on-line as necessary. While our implementation and experiments dealt with a constrained domain having only one degree of freedom in each of object pose and sensor position, the extension to three degrees of freedom in each was derived and presented.
Conceptually, the planning problem is well defined. Each sensor observation reduces the observation graph into strips, each of which can be further reduced by additional observatiows, stopping only when a particular strip is a subset of an aspect restriction. The planning process is representable by a tree structure, the resolution tree, with the initial observation at the root, and additional observations fanning out below it. In principle, the entire resolution tree could be computed and stored for use by the on-line executive.
In practice, however, the number of possible moves makes the planning problem quite difficult. The concept of nodal points in the observation graph reduced the number of moves to a finite, but possibly large set. With N possible moves, the branching factor of the resolution tree is N, and the number of nodes in the tree is O(Nd), where d is the depth of the tree (how many consecutive observations are necessary to resolve the congruency). Therefore, rather than compute the entire resolution tree, it is practical to only compute a single resolving subtree. The selection of the subtree is necessarily heuristic, and selection of an appropriate heuristic must balance off factors such as depth of the tree, time to complete search, and cost of sensor motions. At this time, only a few simple search heuristics have been tried, with the main emphasis being on reducing search time.
The discussion to this point has been limited to the task of object localization. In fact, the same methodology can be easily extended to the task of object identification as well. Given a collection of objects, aspects can be identified for each object, and a classification tree built for all possible aspects. Then, the observation graphs for each object can be constructed. Now, a given observation can be used to restrict each of the observation graphs, and object identification is complete when the strips remaining after a sequence of observations belong to a single object.
As seen in the section on experiments in the fingergap domain, there are practical applications for the multiple-observation methodology even in the restricted case of a sensor with a single degree of freedom. Slight modifications of the problem statement make many more applications possible. For example, one typical problem is that of determining the best positions for N fixed sensors to perform a given recognition task. Using the planning methodology outlined in this report, this problem could be solved by expanding the resolution tree to N observations, and then to select the subtree yielding the minimum expected number of ambiguous cases.
The main source of errors when utilizing multiple observations is not planning or integration of observations, but rather the processing of individual observations. All of the errors encountered in our experiments on aspect resolution were found to be caused not by inadequate or incorrect plans, but rather by failures in the sensor-processing modules (border effects) or inadequacies of the aspect-classification process (border effects and accidental observations).
Border effects are the term given to errors that occur near the border between observed classes. They occur because the classification procedure is forced to make a nonlinear, binary decision about the class to which an observation will be assigned. If the boundary is poorly defined, errors in classification are inevitable. On the other hand, even with a very accurate boundary, errors are bound to occur near a classification boundary because noise will affect the observations. Accidental observations are observations of an object that do not fit into any known class. Accidental observations are the result of inadequate classification programs. Ideally, as aspect classification program should take into account every possible object appearance. For complex objects, this may not be feasible.
What is needed is a more robust approach to classification. With multiple observations, it becomes possible to assign confidences to the results of classification, and additional observations can update the confidences. This will modify the planning paradigm, since planning must be performed in part to adjust confidence values; that is, the planner must plan to acquire evidence to verify or discount various hypotheses.
Combining multiple observations with some form of probabilistic reasoning opens up the potential for verifiable object recognition. Rather than merely asserting the correctness of a given hypothesis, it will then become possible for a computer vision system to plan and execute sequences of observations designed to confirm or deny the hypothesis. This would clearly have great benefit for applications that require highly dependable object recognition.
The next research goal is to implement and experiment with a planner and on-line executive for the threedegree of freedom problem. The implementation is expected to be straightforward, and the solution of the more general problem is expected to open up a much wider variety of applications.
Following the implementation of the full threedegree-of-freedom planner, planning for evidence accumulation will become the focus of this research. The ultimate goal of the research is to produce a highly reliable object recognition system, capable of performing a recognition task to any specified level of confidence by making multiple observations and accumulating evidence.
